Case Study: Utilizing of Autonomous Inflow Control Valves Helps to have Better Fahud Wells Production Performance
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ABSTRACT

One of the largest oil fields in the Oman - Fahud - was developed in the 1960’s. The field was initially produced under natural depletion supplemented by gas injection. The high offtake rates led to a rapid displacement of the gas/oil contact, thus the field has now been suffering from early gas/water breakthrough and uneven fluid influx along the horizontal wells. The reservoir which has been on production more than 50 years, with water/gas breakthrough from fractures being the major challenge which negatively affects oil production rates. Applying technology which can manage such water/gas breakthrough in a cost effective manner whilst allowing increased oil production was a key goal from operators in this field.

Passive Inflow Control Devices (ICD) were introduced to the global oil and gas market in mid/late-90’s, and the first generation of Autonomous ICD that can help reduce more unwanted gas or water was first installed several years later in 2007. ICD’s successfully demonstrated that they could delay the gas and/or water breakthrough within horizontal wells, but they could not choke gas when the coning/gas-breakthrough occurred and along with limited abilities to stop choke unwanted water production. To solve this problem the Autonomous Inflow Control Devices (AICD) with a movable disc was introduced to the market and demonstrated reduction of gas production by 20-30% with similar gains in oil production [1]. In this paper the patented newest generation of Autonomous Inflow Control Valves (AICV) technology is presented. The AICV technology has a movable piston that can close and reduce the unwanted gas and water production with 95 % [2]. The application of AICVs discussed herein were deployed within a number of wells in this Omani field named Fahud which had extremely high Gas Oil Ratio (GOR) and low oil production. The novel AICV technology can differentiate between fluid types based on viscosity and density, then when undesired fluid (gas and/or water) starts to be produced, the AICV starts to choke the valve flow area gradually until completely shut-off without well intervention [3].

The unique comparison of actual well production data before and after installing AICVs documents the benefits of installing correctly designed autonomous inflow control. The results demonstrate the AICVs closing the zones with high gas production and favoring oil rich zones. All the wells evaluated demonstrated clearly that the extremely high GOR was reduced up to solution GOR, and at the same time the daily oil production is increased. The application of AICV technology helps in complete gas/water shut-off autonomously. The AICV technology extend the technological application of ICD’s enhance the well completion by making it a completion that provides control / complete gas/water shut-off all without well intervention and zero cost gas/water shut-off operation. This is a truly reservoir centric completion design.

INTRODUCTION

Fahud was first tested on surface indication in 1957 but the second well didn’t take place until 1964 based on seismic discovered oil in commercial quantities in Middle Wasia limestones. Today, Fahud is the central base of PDO’s operations in the interior of Oman. The Fahud culmination is expressed as an almost un-disturbed WNW-ESE trending anticline in outcropping Eocene rocks. In the subsurface at Cretaceous level the south flank is disturbed by a fault zone parallel to the structural axis. Pressure data indicate that the reservoirs probably have a common free water level. It is
assumed that communication between reservoirs exists [4]. Fig. (1) shows field general structure cross section.

The initial development was performed in the period 1967-71. The field was initially produced under natural depletion supplemented in 1968 by gas injection. The high offtake rates led to a rapid displacement of the gas-oil contact (GOC), which resulted in the early gassing out of a number of relatively down-dip completions. Simulation studies and field trials were conducted, which concluded that better recoveries would be obtained through waterflooding [5].

Fig 1: Fahud field general structure map

Waterflood Period-1972-80. Following the recommendations, water injection schemes were implemented in Fahud reservoirs. However, they failed to arrest either the pressure or oil production decline. Reassessment Period-1981-83. The poor performance of the waterflood led to a thorough review during which a number of thermal decay time (TDT) logs and tracer tests were conducted. It was concluded that because the reservoir rock was both fractured and oil-wet, recovery factors from waterflooding were low and could be substantially improved by reverting to full-scale gas/oil gravity drainage [5].

Horizontal wells in Fahud have in general been drilled in low offtake areas and at the same time replace gassed out vertical wells. Drilling of horizontal wells was started with short radius wells, drilled in 1984 and 1986. Side-tracking from existing wells was started in 1995 and slim-hole wells design was started in 1997, resulting in significant cost savings. Many side-tracked wells are distributed across the field and completed over various reservoirs in the field. Horizontal wells are contributing more than 80% of the total field production [6].

Water and gas production are the main challenges in the Fahud field. Although Fahud reservoirs have been on production over 50 years, early water and gas breakthrough from fractures are still one of the major production challenges significantly affecting oil production rate. Excessive water-gas production normally leads to lower oil production and poor fluid influx distribution across open hole horizontal section, in addition to by-passed oil and lower reservoir recovery. In the end excessive water-gas production will lead to wells being shut-in.

Autonomous Inflow Control Valves (AICV) completions can be considered an optimum completion solution to overcome the Fahud Assets reservoir and production challenges. AICV advance passive ICD technology to another level by making AICV valve smarter and hosting features of dynamic flow choking of unwanted phases (which is more comparable to intelligent completions flow control valves, yet the AICV does this without any control lines to surface. The AICV is a truly autonomous valves, as compared to the passive ICD (which cannot change it’s effective flow area to stop gas or
water), the AICV technology has a robust, dynamic piston which can close and reduce the unwanted gas and water production by up to 95~98 %. AICV also has much better gas control performance over conventional ICD and AICD. For that reason, the Fahud Asset took the initiative to install AICVs within its asset in Oman to control wells gas and water production and allow increased oil production from previously stranded wells [2].

In this paper the AICV completed wells within Fahud field will be evaluate production performance by showing how reservoir and production challenges were overcome and how the wells oil production performance has enhanced, fluid influx balanced; less gas/water production and enhanced oil production.

**Autonomous Inflow Control Valves (AICV®)**

Passive Inflow Control Devices (ICD) were introduced to the market in mid-90’s, to balance fluid influx across open hole section and control water production. ICD’s have successfully demonstrated that they can delay the gas and/or water breakthrough in horizontal wells, but they cannot choke the gas production effectively after coning/breakthrough and limited for water production control.

Fig. (2) shows a pipe cross section with nozzle-based ICD completion, where the red arrows illustrate the fluids path. The fluid flows to the well, from the annulus via the sand screen and into the nozzle ICD. When the fluid flows through the small nozzle, pressure drop is generated as a function of fluid velocity squared, density, and geometry of the ICD. The pressure drop is almost independent of fluid viscosity. The nozzle size and then also the pressure drop for a specific fluid developed by the device is set prior to installation [7]. But once number/size of nozzle had been installed, it will remain constant flow area even if type of produced fluid changes – passive system.

![Flow into the sand-screen and through the nozzle ICD to inside tubing.](image)

The pressure drop created by the nozzle is expressed by:

\[
\Delta P = C \cdot \frac{1}{2} \cdot \rho \cdot v^2
\]

(1)

where \(\Delta P\) is the pressure drop across ICD, \(C\) is a geometrical constant, \(\rho\) is the produced fluid density and \(v\) is fluid velocity through the nozzle. Due to the density difference, the gas flow rate is significantly higher than the oil flow at the same differential pressure. For that reason, conventional ICD has no control on gas production.
All passive ICDs have fixed flow area which limit adapting completion design in case of unexpected reservoir fluids saturation, pressure and permeability profiles is encountered. Also, after putting well on production and gas/water breakthrough, passive ICDs did not give a hand to control gas production as shown in Fig. (3) and only control water production to a certain degree and not complete water shut-off. The need of complete undesired fluid shut-off push to develop On/Off ICD type which is equipped with sliding sleeve. This type of On/Off ICDs enable operators to complete shut-off compartments which produce undesired fluids. Many factors limited the spread of On/Off ICDs application such as; PLT requirements to identify where gas/water is breakthrough, using Coil Tubing / Tractors with shifting tool to shut-off ICDs, in addition to the high Cost / Risk from operational point of view.

The need of Autonomous Inflow Control Device AICD become essential, where ICD can detect the type of produced fluid and have movable parts enables choking/shut-off ICD flow area when undesired fluids produced. There have been many attempts to develop AICD, the first generation of AICD which has movable parts working according to the type of produced fluid was first installed in 2007. The AICD developed by Statoil [1] is the Rate Controlled Production (RCP) valve. Fig. (4) shows fluids flow performance curve of an RCP compared to nozzle-based ICD, [2]. The flow rate of oil is equal for both devices. Due to the change in flow area for different fluids the flow rate of gas and water will be less for the RCP compared to the passive ICD type. The black arrows show the RCP improvement in the flow performance for gas and water compared to passive ICD. Due to lower flow for low viscous fluid, the gas flow rate will be lower than for the passive ICD. The improved flow performance curve for gas will reduce the well Gas Oil Ratio (GOR) [8].
The latest generation of AICD called Autonomous Inflow Control Valve (AICV) which can close completely for unwanted fluids. It is self-regulating, and does not require any form of control, electronic or connection to the surface. Based on the difference in the fluids properties as viscosity and density, the AICV has the feature to distinguish between the fluids, [9]. AICV performance curves compared to passive ICD one is shown in Fig. (5).

The AICV is designed to open for high viscous fluids and close for low viscous fluids. The functionality is controlled by a minor pilot flow path parallel to the main flow path, where approximately 2~5% of the total flow rate is going through. When the valve is closed, the minor pilot flow represents the total flow rate through the valve. Fig. (6) shows the main flow path in open and closed position respectively.

Pressure profile in pilot flow path is shown in Fig. (7) with expected pressure at different positions along the pilot flow for oil, water, gas or steam. When the pressure drop through the laminar flow
element is high, as for oil, P2 is low and the valve will be in fully open position producing oil. For low viscous fluids, such as gas/steam, flow through the laminar restrictor causes lower pressure drop resulting to a higher P2. The high pressure will actuate the piston that will close the valve. For gas/steam and water choking or shut off applications a piston position that restricts or close low viscous fluids such as gas/steam is required. This can be achieved by modifying LFE, TFE and valve flow areas which creates different P2 pressure, different valve piston position and consequently different net forces acting on piston. Therefore, oil production can be easily adjusted by modifying different parts of AICV Fig (8).

**Fig 6:** AICV in open (left) and closed (right) position

**Fig 7:** AICV pressure working envelope
AICV completion design optimization

Every field and well have its own unique challenges, completion objectives, and limitations. Issues such as early water or gas breakthrough, unbalanced fluid production influx, downhole cross-flow, fractured reservoir, or surface process facility limitations are considered in the AICV completion design on a case by case basis. AICV completion design is critical for any development since it is the first Inflow Control completion technology which can autonomously provide complete water/gas shut-off without well intervention which is fully reversible also. It is also the first Autonomous Inflow Control Device which provides effective solution for high gas production and from reservoir management point of view, will enhance sweep efficiency and improve ultimate recovery of reserves.

The objectives of AICV completion in Fahud were as follows:

- Control/stop wells gas production, high GOR consumes reservoir energy and limits the well’s oil production capacity.
- Control/stop wells water production.
- Balance the oil influx profile across the open hole section to delay early gas/water breakthrough and ensure that fluids contacts move evenly.

Traditionally, optimization of a passive ICD (fixed flow area) completion design is performed based on open-hole logs (gamma ray, porosity, density, resistivity, saturation) and reservoir parameters (derived permeability, relative permeability, and pressure-volume-temperature data). Any uncertainties in the data can result in flaws in the completion design. The degree of uncertainty in the data will impact the accuracy of the completion model results.

**Since AICV has variable flow area, it is not a passive ICD type; it is a novel version of active ICD where the flow area autonomously adjusted according to compartment productivity and type of fluids passing through it.**

AICV application decreases the risk of data uncertainty and its effect on completion performance, since the valve will autonomously adjust the flow area according to the new situation thus managing uncertainty. Also, AICV reduce the effect of completion malfunction if failed to be set in design depth.

The optimal AICV completion design resulting in limited free gas production, effective well water production control, minimal heel-to-toe effect and balanced inflow across the horizontal section in
heterogeneous reservoirs is achieved by compartmentalizing the horizontal section with packers based on permeability, pressure, fluids saturation and viscosity variations and managing the pressure drawdown across the reservoir \((P_r - P_{ann})\) and across the completion \((P_{ann} - P_{tub})\).

At gas/water breakthrough in a compartment, AICV in this compartment starts to choke/reduce the flow area with increasing gas fraction or water cut as shown for water cut in Fig. (9). The valve has a reverse action. So, if fluid contacts get settled and oil accumulate around the valve again, it will re-open which helps to drain more oil from reservoir and enhance reservoir recovery factor.

In the well design process the number of AICV joints and compartments identified is an important simulation proponent. For passive ICD, the number of ICD joints or its flow area is critical because it cannot be changes once installed, and if it is over required – the benefit of using ICD completion will be decreased. In the other hand if it is less than required an extra pressure drop across completion will be generated (completion skin). AICV completion designer should ensure that number of joints can produce the required low capacity. The number of AICV joints should be slightly higher compared to passive ICD used for the same well.

![Fig 9: AICV® Performance curves for different water cut production](image)

**AICV completed wells: production performance analysis**

At the time of this paper publication over twenty (20) wells had been completed in Fahud field using AICV completion to control gas and water production yet more are already planned to be deployed in addition. The Fahud Asset’s typical ‘default completion’ design used to be a barefoot completion and there were also some cemented/-perforated wells and many pre-perforated liner completions. These types of completion did not provide any type of control to unwanted gas or/and water production, and when gas or water become in direct contact with fractures it progressed fast / direct to well bore thus gas and/or water would dominate the wells production preventing oil from being produced from somewhere else in the well due to higher gas or water mobility compared to oil.

The AICV completion proved to be a significant enhancement in reducing the un-wanted fluid production of gas and water in Fahud wells which it was deployed in. For most of the wells, the AICV completion also enhanced the wells oil production rate in parallel to reducing unwanted gas production.
The AICV managed to decrease the Fahud wells gas production by 38 ~ 86% and reach the ideal well performance shown as reference for Well-A in Fig. (10), when gas production reaches solution GOR.

Oil production in most of the wells was increased 56 ~ 61% thus achieving fantastic results as shown in well Well-B Fig. (11), where well oil production rate reaches 2.3 times the same before AICV completion installation. In case of water production; AICV completion significantly control water production such as in produced water wells for example in Well-A case water cut has controlled from 80% to 26%.

Well–A:

Well_A AICV completion had been installed for almost one year. 17 AICVs and 18 double packers (oil swell and water swell packers) had been used. Well_A production performance is shown in Fig. (10) before and after installing AICV completion. AICV completion manage to stop free gas production, control water production and increase well oil production rate.

- Reducing gas production to just solution GOR.
- Reducing water cut from around 80%, to 26%
- Increase well oil production rate (+ 56%).

![Well_A well Production Performance](image)

**Fig 10: Well_A Production Performance before/after install AICV completion**

Well–B:

Well_B AICV completion had been installed for more than one year. 17 AICVs and 18 double packers (oil swell and water swell packers) had been used. Well_B production performance is shown in Fig. (11) before and after installing AICV completion. AICV completion manage to significantly reduce free gas production, and increase well oil production rate.

- Reducing well total gas production by 83%.
- Gas production control allow to doubled Well oil production rate
CONCLUSIONS

- The unique comparison of production data before and after installing AICVs shows documented benefits of installing autonomous inflow control.
- The results demonstrated the AICVs closing off zones with high gas production and favour oil rich zones.
- All the wells evaluated demonstrated clearly that the extremely high GOR (free gas production) was reduced and/or closed to solution GOR, and at the same time the daily oil production is increased.
- The application of AICV technology helped reduce operational risk as no further interventions were required to operationally try to control gas and also there was no need to run additional surveillance operations to identify the zones where gas breakthrough occurred as the AICV’s autonomously handled the wells inflow based on the phases of flow at the sand phase, adjusting itself autonomously.
- The AICV technology extends the application of passive ICDs and makes it possible for operators to manage their assets which require -gas/water shut-off without well intervention and zero cost gas/water shut-off operation.
- AICV application allows operators with gassed over reservoirs to now produce more of the ROIP (remaining oil in place) thus increasing the economics of the field all without having to drill new wells, only applying retrofit completions for existing wells that suffer from high gas and/or water production.
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